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AZ Beta Takes Home Talent 
Power Award at Carlson 
Leadership Academy 

BUILDING BALANCED LEADERS FOR THE WORLD’S COMMUNITIES

The Carlson Leadership Academy 
is renowned for teaching the 
skills and tools necessary to be a 
successful leader, and our brothers 
have taken these teachings to heart. 
The chapter has worked tirelessly 
to ensure that we are bringing 
in the best and brightest young 
men to join our ranks. Through 
innovative recruitment strategies 
and a commitment to excellence, 
Sigma Phi Epsilon AZ Beta has set 
the standard for recruitment in our 
region.The Talent Power Award 
recognizes AZ Beta’s dedication 
to inspiring our brothers to be the 
best that we can be. The chapter 
has shown that we understand 
the importance of having a strong 
and diverse membership base, 
and we have worked hard to make 
this a reality. “We are incredibly 
proud to have received the Talent 
Power Award,” said our president 
Jack Marko ‘25. “Our chapter is 
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committed to excellence in all that 
we do, and this award is a testament 
to the hard work and dedication of 
our members.” We were also able to 
secure Championships in the Indoor 
and Outdoor Intramural Soccer 
leagues. The team once again took 
to the field with a determination 
to win. They played a remarkable 
game, showing their skills and 
teamwork, and ultimately secured 
more championship titles. As we 
move forward, we are excited to 
continue building on our success. 
We remain committed to excellence 
and are always looking for new ways 
to improve. We hope that you will 
continue to support our chapter 
and stay connected with us as we 
continue to make a positive impact 
in our community.Thank you for 
your ongoing support of Sigma 
Phi Epsilon and AZ Beta. We look 
forward to sharing more exciting 
news with you in the future. 
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Executive Board
President - Jack Marko ‘25

Vice President - Jack McAnany ‘25
Chaplain - Ross Jorgensen ‘25

Programming - Cooper Newman ‘25
Recruitment- Jackson Byrne ‘25

Finance - Sergio Aguilera ‘25
Communications - Luke Marshall ‘25

Mem Dev - Lucas Warner ‘25
Risk Manager - Aiden David ‘25

Advisory/Mentor Board
Rob Aronoff ‘84
Doug Jones ‘79

Brian Moran ‘93 (MI Beta)
Paul Neff ‘14

Educational Foundation Board
Randy Downer, Jr. ‘85, President

Wayne Wood ‘68, Secretary
Rob Aronoff ‘84, Treasurer
Dan Knauss, ‘68, Director

Ryan C. Kramer ’07, Director
Joe Montana, Jr. ’90, Director

Pete Rich ’76, Director
Wayne R. Rutschman ‘70, Director

Alan Tanner ‘87, Director

Alumni Volunteer Committee 
(AVC)

Kevin Johnson ‘15, President
Doug Jones ‘79, Secretary
Paul Neff ‘14, Treasurer

Jack Emory ‘17

Jack Marko ‘25
My name is Jack Marko ‘25 and I am the current President of the 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Arizona Beta Chapter. I am currently a junior 
on the accelerated master’s program, for Finance. I was born and 
raised in Overland Park, Kansas and attended high school at Blue 
Valley High where I was co-president of the investments club, 
a class ambassador for DECA, and a member of the Track and 
soccer team for all four years. Here at the University of Arizona 

I am an Associate on the Investment Banking Track of the Wall Street Scholars program, 
which is a high finance selective club, where upperclassman seniors and juniors advise 
sophomores on how to land investment banking and capital markets internships on Wall 
Street. Being the President of one of the largest SigEp chapters in the country is extremely 
special to me. It is an amazing feeling to know that the chapter trusts men, and I take this 
position and duty with great pride in holding my brothers accountable and ensuring great 
success for our chapter. I am blessed to have a stand-up Executive Board by my side, and we 
plan on furthering our three cardinal principles of Virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love in 
our lives, and our members’ lives. I joined this fraternity intending to have an impact and 
build relationships to last a lifetime, and what a better place to do both than Sigma Phi 
Epsilon. I believe that the experiences I have had in my life will guide and help me in this 
journey, and will put me in the position to lead this fraternity with joy. I have always viewed 
myself as a leader and a hard-worker, and both of these characteristics will be on display 
during my time here. I am incredibly excited to be President of this great chapter, and even 
more excited to be a SigEp! 

PRESIDENT’S
REPORT

DONATE NOW >>

1614 East 1st
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AJ Attaran
Jackson Bader 
Pierce Baldwin 
Justin Banks
Nico Benacchio
Jaden Berman
Jake Blaney
Nicolas Block
Britton Born

2023 Fall Sigma Class

Sigma Phi
Epsilon Facts
  198 Chapters
  11.500 Undergraduates
  3.2 GPA
  360,000 Lifetime Members

AZ Beta Facts
  155 Undergraduates
  1,397 Alumni 

  (not deceased or inactive)
  164 Lost Address Alumni

Generosity is a 
hallmark of Arizona 
Beta alumni. 
Donated funds will be used 
to support scholarships for 
deserving Arizona Beta 
students. If you would like to 
help support our Foundation, 
please donate here: 

https://www.sigepazbeta.org/donate

Rowen Boyd
Aiden Bronska
Myles Cambell
Charlie Clarke
Jace Dawson
Quinn Ebeling
Ryan Friedman
John (Jack) Geary
Charlie Gorman

Nathan Hathaway
Will Jackson
Nicholas Johnson
Donevan Logan
Andrew Painter
Tait Pascoe
Keegan Peterson
Blake Rely
Chase Roberts

Mateo Rooney
Mario Rosemond
Oscar Schwalb
Jackson Sir
Logan Solomon
Hank Tiffany
Tony Troche
Beckett Votel
Sam Williams

https://www.sigepazbeta.org/donate


PRESIDENT’S UNDERGRADUATE

Meet Daniel, a driven and motivated junior in Eller College of Management at the 
University of Arizona, expected to graduate in 2025. Daniel is pursuing a degree in 
Management Information Systems and hopes to use his degree to serve his country by 
commissioning as an officer in the US Army. His long-term goal is to use his degree 
as a retired veteran. Daniel is an active member of Sigma Phi Epsilon AZ Beta, where 
he serves as the DEI Chair. He attends monthly meetings with other DEI chairs from 
various houses to discuss ways to make Greek culture at the university more diverse, 

equitable, and inclusive. Daniel credits AZ Beta with molding him into the young man he aspires to be, someone he would be 
proud for his son to look up to. Daniel’s favorite memory of Sigma Phi Epsilon AZ Beta was move-in day with his sigma class. 
As incoming freshmen, they had eagerly anticipated this day for years, and it marked the beginning of a new journey that 
they would take together. Daniel has some advice for incoming freshmen: trust yourself, your hard work, and your mentality 
every day. This advice has helped him become a more genuine person over time, and he believes it will attract others to him as 
well. Overall, Daniel is an exceptional student and a dedicated member of Sigma Phi Epsilon AZ Beta. His leadership in the 
fraternity and his commitment to serving his country are a testament to his character and his passion for excellence. 

Daniel Valverde ‘25

Meet Cole Rebman ‘25, a junior at the Eller College of Management, University of 
Arizona, expected to graduate in Spring 2025. Cole is currently pursuing a major in 
Finance and plans to double major in Entrepreneurship when he becomes a senior. His 
career goals involve working in real estate finance and investments, as he has a family 
background in this field, and it is something he has grown passionate about in recent 
years. Cole is a member of the fraternity, which means a lot more to him than just 
being part of a group of guys. To him, AZ Beta embodies the principles of discipline, 

hard work, and achieving success in all aspects of life. Being surrounded by individuals with similar goals and mindsets has 
made brotherly love and success come easily. One of Cole’s favorite memories with AZ Beta was a night hike with his sigma 
class. They were able to come together and create an unforgettable experience. The best part was when they turned off all their 
flashlights at the top of the mountain and gazed at the stars. Being present with all his brothers and taking in the beauty of 
the night sky is something he’ll never forget. For incoming freshmen, Cole has some valuable advice. Work hard and challenge 
yourself in every aspect of life. He believes that we only get so much time on this earth, so why not push yourself as hard and 
as far as you can go. Even if you fail, those are the moments that make you learn and grow more than winning every time. He 
reminds us that we never fail in life, we only get better. Overall, Cole is an exceptional student and a committed member of 
AZ Beta. His focus on discipline and hard work, both in and out of the classroom, will undoubtedly help him achieve his goals 
and inspire others along the way

Cole Rebman ‘25

PROFILES
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  155 Undergraduates
  1,397 Alumni 

  (not deceased or inactive)
  164 Lost Address Alumni



Each year, the Reeves family generously contributes to the scholarship named 
after their beloved Christopher Reeves. They do this to support one outstanding 
AZ Beta member’s collegiate journey. Christopher Alan Reeves graduated from 
the University of Arizona as a high-performing member of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
AZ Beta in 1986. At the University of Arizona, Chris attained a BSBA with a 

focus on Finance & Real Estate, while also serving as SigEp’s philanthropy chairman in the fall of 1982. Chris’ tenacity afforded him 
the opportunity to serve as a self-employed owner and work on corporate boards such as The Boys and Girls Club, United Way of 
WA, and Special Olympics of WA. As President of the AVC board for Arizona Beta, Chris poured his time and dedication into 
giving back to the members and chapter house at AZ Beta. Throughout his life, Chris has upheld the traits any virtuous man of SigEp 
strives to embody by displaying his ever-present Virtue, Diligence, and Brotherly Love. Chris’ legacy lives on through the brothers 
of Sigma Phi Epsilon.”

UNDERGRADUATE PROFILES 
AND SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
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Chris Reeves Scholarship Recipients 

Peter Myerson ‘25 ~ Rising Leader
“I am humbled and honored to be recognized by my brothers as a rising leader in the chapter. I arrived in 
Arizona after transferring schools, not knowing anyone. Sigma Phi Epsilon took me in and has connected me 
to some of my best friends and made Arizona my second home. Since joining, I’ve been eager to get involved. 
In everything I do, I strive to leave the house in a better position than when I arrived—to repay those before 
me who built this house and those with me who’ve taken me in. Without the constant encouragement from my 
brothers and the chapter’s competitive nature, I would not have been able to earn this award. Everyday I am 
pushed to be better which I accredit to the standard Sigma Phi Epsilon holds their members to. This award is 
a reflection of Sigma Phi Epsilon’s ambition. Thank you to the committee who decided I was fit for the award 
and to those who have mentored me and taken me under their wing.”

JohnMichael Filippone ‘24 ~ Outstanding Leader
“I’m so honored to have been awarded the Chris Reeves scholarship. This chapter ‘s alumni support through 
all of my ideas and adventures so far have been the confidence behind what I do. I can’t think of a place 
in the world I would rather be and to be honored in this way by people who mean so much to me is 
the best gift I could ever receive. Thank you so much to the Reeves family, the selection committee, my 
undergraduate brothers and all of this chapter’s alumni. I’m proud to be an az beta and am forever grateful 
for the support that this place and all of you have given me.”

The Christopher Reeves 
Memorial Scholarship

Bret Seidman
Jonah Wachs
Chris Walsh
Emmett Worth

Sergio Aguilera
Mason Alexander
Coleton Baldwin
Andrew Berry
Josh Bissenden

4.0 GPA - Spring 2023
Jaden Boling
Quentin Cibulka
Nate Elmore
Bennett Everidge
Colin Halvorson

Richard Kearney
Zack Kilburg
Maxwell Martinez
Ryan Park
Aidan Paul

Cormac Quigley
Will Rankin
Cole Rebman
Loren Roberson
Sam Rosenkrantz

Congratulations on your achievements!

Please Consider Starting A Named Scholarship In Your Name, In Your Graduation Class Name, or In Honor of Another Alumnus. 
The Next Newsletter Will Be Profiling A New Scholarship Funded by John “Enzo” Stuart ’73 and Any Others Established.
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• Join other volunteers serving on the Advisory Board, Foundation  
Board or Housing Corporation Board. Please contact Kevin Johnson   
at azbeta.avc.president@gmail.com.

• Join a career panel to give advice to undergraduates and/or serve   
as a career mentor to one or more undergraduates; email    
matt.noble@fmgtucson.com if interested. 

• Provide a recruitment recommendation to Jackson Byrne at 
jacksonbyrne23@arizona.edu or 425-393-1666.  

• Please consider a one-time gift or recurring gift in    
honoring of our chapters founding. You can contribute here:     
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/donate. 

• Please consider including the chapter in your legacy giving plans - you 
can make a difference by provide an estate gift to support our career, 
housing, leadership development and/or scholarship funds.   
Learn more here:                           

     https://www.sigepazbeta.org/leave-a-legacy. 

• For more information, please contact Matt Noble at    
    matt.noble@fmgtucson.com or 520-990-3250.

SUPPORT AZ BETA
    MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Leo and Sharon Lange
Bill and Adrienne Reeves
Larry Kramer ‘62
Wayne Benesch ‘64
Wayne Wood ‘68
Ken Haydis ‘71
Tom Andersen ‘72
Steven Werner ‘72
Red Moulinier ‘73
Paul Neuenschwander ‘73
Mike Henningsen ‘74
Terry Lundgren ‘74
Mike Franks ‘75

Thank You 
To Our Arizona 
Beta 2022 Donors

Jack McAnany ‘25
“The scholarship that I was 
awarded in November was 
a huge aid to my financial 
stresses as a student in 
college. I am proud to 
say that I was one of 
the individuals selected 
to receive one of these 
scholarships, and I can’t 

even begin to thank the generous alumni who helped 
to fund these scholarships. For everyone who has 
donated to benefit the current members of our chapter, 
we are all extremely grateful for your contributions, 
and we will continue to make you proud through our 
academic, social, and philanthropic effort.”

Jacob Johnson ‘25
“I was beyond grateful to receive one 
of the scholarships this past fall. This 
scholarship helped me accomplish 
my goals this past year while aiding 
financially. I can’t even put into words 
how much I want to thank the alumni 
who make these types of scholarships 
available to us. Our entire chapter is 
forever grateful for the support as you 
keep our chapter moving in the right 
direction. Lastly as a chapter we look 
to show you the amazing things we 
can do as young men and the things 
we can provide for those following in 
our footsteps.”

2022-2023
Scholarship
Recipients

Doug Hatcher ‘75
Pete Rich ‘76
Chuck Halnan ‘78
Will Rousseau ‘78
Dan Murphy ‘79
Rob Aronoff ‘84
Peter Klees ‘84
Randy Downer ‘85
David Burstein ‘86
Geoff Ferlan ‘89
Drew Skelly ‘89
Michael Spacone ‘89
Dustin Frieder ‘93

https://www.sigepazbeta.org/donate
mailto:azbeta.avc.president%40gmail.com?subject=AZ%20Beta%20Volunteer%20Board%20Interest
mailto:matt.noble%40fmgtucson.com?subject=UASFE%20Career%20Network%20
mailto:jacksonbyrne23%40arizona.edu?subject=AZ%20Beta%20Recruitment%20
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/donate
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/leave-a-legacy
mailto:matt.noble%40fmgtucson.com?subject=UASFE%20General%20Questions


ALUMNI UPDATES
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

Tim Perkins ‘86 is Senior Vice President of Information Technology for NRTC\
HGR.  He and his wife, Laura (Arizona ‘84) live in Peoria, AZ and San Diego, 
CA. Their children Gracie (28) and Matt (26) live in California. Tim is an avid 
cyclist (road and gravel) and enjoys ALL Arizona sports!

Tim Perkins ‘86

Nelson Benchimol ‘83 has been operating his export trade business for 31 years in 
Miami, FL. He lives in Miami, FL with his 6 year old daughter Abigail. Also his two 
sons, 25 and 23 live in Boca Raton, FL and Irvine CA. Nelson likes boating in the 
Miami waters, hanging out with his young daughter and traveling all over the f-ing 
place. Recently he’s been to Turkey, Madrid and Seville Spain, Mexico a few times, 
Brazil every 60 days and will be hopefully running with the bulls in Pamplona this 
July 2022.

Nelson Benchimol ‘83

Brian Imwalle ‘92 lives in Scottsdale and is the Senior Vice President & Partner of 
CREST Insurance Group. He has two children, Cameron (18) is a freshman in Sig 
Ep, and Isabella (15) is a sophomore at Norte Dame Prep. When at UA he played 
football, served as chapter president, and was on the Spring Fling Committee. Brian 
is an avid golfer, traveler, and committed father. He said “30 years later I am still best 
friends with many of my fellow brothers. We regularly get together as if nothing has 
changed!” His advice for undergraduates is: “Explore your limits. Don’t be afraid to 
fail. After all, how will you know success unless you have tasted failure!” One of Brian’s 
favorite memories is “coming back from class and playing endless games of basketball 
at our home court, or hanging out on the sundeck. Always great comradery!”

Brian Imwalle ’92

https://www.sigepazbeta.org/donate


ALUMNI UPDATES

Mike McPhilliamy ‘88 has been the GVP of Sales at Planview, Inc. out of Austin, TX 
for the past 20 years.  Mac and his wife Heather (U of A DG 88’), after moving a couple 
years ago from Chicago live in Phoenix AZ.   They have 4 children Griff (26), Macy 
(24), Quinney (22), and Teaghan (17).  All of whom have done their time at U of A 
except their baby girl (still a chance).  Mac gets to spend his time with a bunch of long 
lost brothers since moving to AZ.  That time includes Golf, Cats sporting events live, 
and occasional stops at the local haunts.

Mike McPhilliamy ‘88
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Kevin D. Quigley ‘88 graduated from the U of A in 1990 with a degree in Political Science. 
Today, he’s a Partner at Quarles & Brady LLP. He and his wife, Julie Homuth Quigley, have 
three children: Cormac Quigley SPC 2022 (20), Adelaide “Addy” Grace Quigley (18), and 
Fintan “Finn” Conall Quigley (14). During his time as an undergraduate, Kevin was involved 
with intramural athletics, Irish Cultural Outreach, and Wildlife for Tomorrow. Now he’s 
a true outdoorsman, serving as the Arizona State Campaign Chair for Ducks Unlimited 
with passions for hunting, fishing, foraging, and recreational shooting. “AZ Beta is a bond 
greater than I appreciated when I was at U of A,” says Kevin about what the chapter means 
to him, “It’s a true brotherhood that outlasts college and grows stronger with age. I am constantly amazed at how brothers who 
are exceedingly busy and may not have talked to one another, or been in contact for years, will drop what they are doing and 
do everything they can to help out another brother. Truly HFF.” His advice for undergraduates is to “know what you have in 
AZ Beta and do everything you can to build and strengthen that bond. Accept every opportunity as a gift in the present, and 
maximize that opportunity.” One of Kevin’s personal favorite memories is “walking through the Red Door for the first time as 
a pledge class.”

Kevin D. Quigley ‘88

Alex Horne ‘03, Jonathan Rosenson ‘03, Lonny Miller ‘03, Jeff Hair ‘03, 
Dustin Salzano ‘03, Ryan Maaskamp ‘03 (front), Mitchell Tolar ‘03
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https://www.sigepazbeta.org/
FACEBOOK

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1049927448772119 

INSTAGRAM
www.instagram.com/az_sigep

LINKEDIN
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13730745/

Help Us Find Missing Information 
For Graduate Brothers

LOST GRADS
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/lost-alumni 

MISSING EMAILS
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/no-email-brothers

MISSING CELL PHONES
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/no-cell-phone-brothers

AZ Beta Chapter
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
c/o Fraternity Management Group
P.O. Box 12010
Tucson, AZ  85732

Address Service Requested
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US Postage
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Stay In Touch
with the Arizona Beta chapter

 Homecoming   
Weekend

Friday, November 3
5:30 PM-8:30 PM 

Reunion/Open House with Food, Drinks & 
Music at the Chapter House, 1614 E 1st Street.

Tour the new Fraternity House!
 Bring your significant other and family! 

RSVP - $45/Person

Saturday, November 4
3 Hours Prior to Game

UA/UCLA Game – Tailgater at the Chapter 
House with Food & Drinks, 1614 E. 1st Street. 

RSVP for all events at
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/events/homecoming-weekend

-november-3-5-2023

2023

Or Scan Here

https://www.sigepazbeta.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1049927448772119
http://www.instagram.com/az_sigep
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13730745/ 
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/lost-alumni  
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/no-email-brothers 
https://www.sigepazbeta.org/no-cell-phone-brothers 

